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ABSTRACT

Mouse Brain Library (MBL) is a database of brain images, each consisting of sparse coronal or horizontal sections. To facilitate morphometric research, it is necessary to index each of these sections by its location within a canonical 3D atlas (NeuroTerrain). This is done with a 2D to 3D matching technique which was developed in this study. The registration method is image-based and uses a genetic algorithm to find the local-affine transformation that maximizes a mutual information metric. The average distance between the registration results achieved with the proposed method as compared with manual matching by an expert was 250 microns. This compares well with repeated manual trials where inter-trial matching distance was on average 200 microns.

1. INTRODUCTION

The MBL is a neuroinformatic resource aimed at assisting neurogeneticists [1]. The library contains a large collection of brain images from inbred strains of mice that can be used in a type of genetic mapping approach called quantitative trait analysis. The essence of this approach is to compare morphometric and genetic variations between strains. A key neuroinformatic solution required in this setting is an effective brain normalization algorithm to support automated morphometric analysis. Our approach is to register MBL sections to a reference 3D atlas by first matching sections to the corresponding atlas plane, and then by a 2D warping [2]. Here we focus on the first matching step of the approach.

There are several previously reported methods for 2D to 3D brain mapping. Kim et al. [3], for instance, performed motion correction by mapping each slice of functional magnetic resonance imaging image (fMRI) onto the volumetric MR image which was acquired in the same session by using a rigid-body transformation. Simulation of this registration method yielded average translational error of 0.043mm and rotational error of 0.065°. Registration of postmortem brain slices to MRI volume was proposed by Kim et al. [4], with non-linear polynomial transformations. Simulation experiments yielded correlation of 0.9952 [4]. In this study histological brain images of an experimental dataset and of an atlas were first globally aligned based on their external surfaces. Then, further alignment was achieved by locally registering each section from the experimental dataset to the atlas volume.

The registration of a brain section to a 3D atlas is a global optimization problem. To illustrate this, we initiated a local steepest descent search from each of 100 randomly selected points in the search space. This yielded many different solutions, thus proving the necessity for a global optimization algorithm. It is well known that, in the worst case, the global maximum of a function within a continuous search space cannot be found in finite time [5]. Nevertheless, many global optimization algorithms have been developed which are problem dependent [6]. Genetic Algorithms [7, 8] have also been successfully applied to a large variety of global optimization problems. Genetic Algorithms are used in this research.

2. ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION

The localization of sections from the experimental dataset within an atlas volume involves a 2D to 3D registration operation in which a coronal section Ic is matched with the corresponding 2D plane within the atlas volume Ia. Figure 1 shows the atlas coordinate system with the brain centered within a 608 by 320 by 1104 voxel box, where a voxel is 17.9 micron isotropic. Here, a 2D plane in the atlas space is defined by its crossing point with the z axis and its rotation angles αx and αy with respect to the x and y axes, respectively.

The registration of a section, Ic, onto its corresponding plane, Ia, was done in two steps. First, the affine transformation that matches the reconstructed experimental brain dataset surface with the atlas surface was found. This was done using a 3D surface-based registration algorithm described in [9]. We refer to this part of the algorithm as global-affine registration.

Thus, using the global-affine transformation any coronal section from the experimental dataset could be aligned with the atlas yielding Icga. Next, Icga was locally registered to its corresponding plane within the atlas, yielding Icga. This image-based affine registration, referred to here as local-affine registration, does not compensate completely for the...
Fig. 1. The atlas coordinate system with the brain centered within a 608 by 320 by 1104 voxel box, where a voxel is 17.9 micron isotropic.

discrepancies between $I_e$ and $I_a$, but rather brings them closer before further nonlinear matching is employed.

In order to locally match an experimental section with its corresponding plane within the atlas the following mapping parameters need to be defined:

$$\theta = [\alpha_x, \alpha_y, z, R_{11}, R_{12}, R_{21}, R_{22}, d_1, d_2].$$ (1)

$\alpha = [\alpha_x, \alpha_y]$ and $z$ define a plane within the atlas volume and the matrix $R = [R_{11}, R_{12}, R_{21}, R_{22}]$ and the displacement vector $d = [d_1, d_2]$ define the affine mapping that is applied to the given experimental section, $I_e^{\text{sa}}$.

Although both the experimental dataset and the atlas are histological images, due to differences in preparation of the brain tissues and due to image acquisition protocols, the intensity and texture of corresponding regions are not similar (see differences in brightness between figure 3(a) and 3(b-d)). Therefore, a Mutual Information (MI) metric was chosen to measure the alignment degree in the optimization process [10]:

$$MI(I_e^{\text{sa}}, I_a) = \sum_{i} \sum_{j} p(i, j) \log \frac{p(i, j)}{p(i)p(j)}.$$ (2)

where $i$ and $j$ denote random variables that take the intensity values of corresponding pixels from $I_e^{\text{sa}}$ and $I_a$, respectively.

A normalized joint intensity histogram was used to estimate the joint and marginal probabilities.

A genetic algorithm was used to search for the parameter vector $\theta$ that yields the best match between the given experimental section and its corresponding plane within the atlas. There are three main operations that take place when applying a genetic optimization method: selection, mutation, and crossover. The selection operation selects with replacement the best solution pairs (“parents”) that exist within the current pool of solutions (“generation”). These selected solution pairs will be used later to generate the new generation of solutions. Next, the two other operations, mutation and crossover, are applied. Mutation is the operation that increases variation within the pool of solutions, producing new random solutions within the given range to be explored. Crossover is the operation that merges two good solutions, and, in doing so, results in convergence.

The optimization algorithm first generates a population of $J$ solutions, $\{\theta_{k, j}; j = 1:J\}$, within a range of $[\theta_{\min}, \theta_{\max}]$, as follows:

$$\theta_{k, j}[n] = \begin{cases} 
\theta_{0}[n] + (\theta_{\max}[n] - \theta_{0}[n]) \cdot r & p \leq 0.5 \\
\theta_{0}[n] - (\theta_{\max}[n] - \theta_{0}[n]) \cdot r & p > 0.5 
\end{cases}$$ (3)

where $n$ is an index for the elements in the vector $\theta$, $\theta_0$ is an initial parameter vector, $k$ the iteration index, and $r$ and $p$ are random numbers uniformly distributed between 0 and 1.

Next, the following steps are carried out iteratively:

1) Selection:

- $N$ 2D planes $I_a$ are extracted from the atlas space, based on the parameters $a_k = [\alpha_x, \alpha_y]_k$ and $z_k$ from the current solution pool.
- $N$ experimental sections $I_e^{\text{sa}}$ are computed based on the parameters $R_k$ and $d_k$ from the current solution pool.
- The Mutual information metric, $MI_k(I_e^{\text{sa}}, I_a)$, is computed.
- Each solution, $\theta_k$, is assigned a probability that is proportional to its mutual information, $MI_k(I_e^{\text{sa}}, I_a)$.
- A new set of solutions, $\{\theta_{k, j}; j = 1:J\}$, is selected with replacement based on its assigned probability.

2) Mutation:

The new pool of solutions is then mutated, with a probability that was set to 0.1, as follows:

$$\theta_{k, j}[n] = \begin{cases} 
\theta_{k, j}[n] + (\theta_{\max}[n] - \theta_{k, j}[n]) \cdot (1 - r^c) & p \leq 0.5 \\
\theta_{k, j}[n] - (\theta_{\max}[n] - \theta_{k, j}[n]) \cdot (1 - r^c) & p > 0.5 
\end{cases}$$ (4)

where $c = (1 - k / K)$, $K$ is the total number of iterations, and $b$ is a positive number (=5). $c$ controls the maximum amplitude of parameter mutation and decreases as the number of iterations increases.

3) Crossover:

Out of each two consecutive solutions, $\theta_{k, j}$ and $\theta_{k, j+1}$, in the current pool, a new pair of solutions, $\theta_{k+1, j}$ and $\theta_{k+1, j+1}$, is created and included in the next generation of the solution pool:
\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{1}{K} \| \Omega \|_{L^2} & = \sum_{j=1}^{K} \left( \frac{1}{K} \| \Omega \|_{L^2}^{(-1)} \right) \\
\frac{1}{K} \| \Omega \|_{L^2} & = \sum_{j=1}^{K} \left( \frac{1}{K} \| \Omega \|_{L^2}^{(-1)} \right) \\
\frac{1}{K} \| \Omega \|_{L^2} & = \sum_{j=1}^{K} \left( \frac{1}{K} \| \Omega \|_{L^2}^{(-1)} \right) \\
\frac{1}{K} \| \Omega \|_{L^2} & = \sum_{j=1}^{K} \left( \frac{1}{K} \| \Omega \|_{L^2}^{(-1)} \right)
\end{align*}
\]

\[\frac{1}{K} \| \Omega \|_{L^2}^{(0)} \]

4. EXPERIMENTS

The section-to-volume registration algorithm, described above, was demonstrated by registering 20 coronal sections from three mouse brains (genetic strain C57BL/6J) onto a mouse atlas [11]. The experimental brain datasets were generated as follows: mouse brains were embedded in celloidin, was cut coronally into 30 microns sections, stained with cresyl violet, and then imaged with an in-plane resolution of 4.4 microns [12].

The atlas brain was generated employing a slightly different procedure. A mouse brain was dissected and stored at -80 °C. Next, the brain was embedded in a mixture of Lipshaw M-1 medium and India Ink medium to allow the mounting of the brain within the microtome for accurate sectioning into 17.9 micron sections. Sections were then collected on slides, dried overnight, and stained with cresyl violet. Later, sections were scanned with 8 micron resolution. The reconstruction of these sections’ images into a 3D volume was done by, first, aligning the sections to their corresponding block-face images and, second, employing a section-to-section image based registration [13]. Finally, the aligned images were scaled, yielding a three-dimensional 17.9 micron isotropic volume [14].

In order to evaluate the efficacy of the local affine algorithm, we registered a sample of atlas sections onto the atlas volume. In this setting linear (local-affine) transformations should lead to an accurate solution for the registration parameters. Since in this case the true solution for the alignment parameters is known, we can evaluate the rate of convergence of the applied optimization algorithm. The registration error in this case is measured as the average Euclidian distance between the atlas section found by the registration algorithm and the known corresponding atlas section. Table I shows this alignment error and algorithm running time (based on algorithm implementation using MATLAB on a Pentium IV PC with 1.9 GHz and 2 GB RAM) as a function of iteration number. Figure 2 shows the maximum MI value of the solution population as a function of iterations.

![Fig. 2. The solution population maximum MI value as a function of the number of iterations.](image)

Evaluation of registration accuracy when applied to experimental data requires a gold-standard. In this study we used a standard that was computed based on the manual registration of a subset of experimental sections as done by an expert. Note that the accuracy of the local-affine registration is limited by the fact that the spatial deformation that exists between experimental data and the atlas is a non-linear 3D deformation (inter-subject).

The manual registration was performed for a subset of experimental sections 120 microns apart (every fourth section). Each section in this subset was independently aligned twice with substantial time delay between each trial to eliminate possible correlation between trials. The parameters \( a_m = (a_1 + a_2) / 2 \) and \( z_m = (z_1 + z_2) / 2 \) were found for each section in the subset. Then, the parameters for the rest of the sections were estimated by interpolation. This is not an easy task for an operator: the average difference between repeated trials was found to be 200 microns.

The accuracy of this registration algorithm was evaluated by examining the average distance between the atlas plane selected by the algorithm as the best match to the experimental section and the atlas plane selected by an expert. Figure 3 shows an experimental section (a) and its manually selected corresponding plane from the atlas (b). The global-affine alignment mapping is shown in (c). A further local-affine alignment (employing 50 iterations) is shown in (d). The proximity between the choice of the expert and the algorithm results is apparent.

Tables II and III show the average error when applying the 2D-3D alignment algorithm described above to 20 coronal sections from three experimental brain dataset. Table II shows the average error after applying global-affine alignment and Table III shows the average error after applying the local-affine alignment. It can be seen that there is about a two-fold improvement in alignment.

### Table I: Atlas Section To Atlas Volume Local-Affine Registration - Average Error and Speed As a Function of Iteration Number

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Iter. No.</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Med.</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>time [Min.]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>4.21</td>
<td>3.89</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>10.47</td>
<td>3.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>2.56</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>6.25</td>
<td>6.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>4.46</td>
<td>9.27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table II: Experimental Section To Atlas Volume Global-Affine Registration - Average Error (Voxels)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Br1556</td>
<td>21.73</td>
<td>20.09</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>54.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Br1557</td>
<td>23.24</td>
<td>21.69</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>59.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Br1558</td>
<td>25.86</td>
<td>24.16</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>66.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>23.61</td>
<td>21.98</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>60.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table III: Experimental Section To Atlas Volume Local-Affine Registration - Average Error (Voxels)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Br1556</td>
<td>12.95</td>
<td>11.80</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>32.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Br1557</td>
<td>14.63</td>
<td>13.48</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>37.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Br1558</td>
<td>15.41</td>
<td>14.25</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>38.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>14.33</td>
<td>13.18</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>35.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Localization of an experimental brain section within the volume of an atlas is a complex task even for an expert. In part, this is because of the normal anatomical variability between subjects, and, in part, because a section’s true position within the atlas is on a surface and not on a plane. In this study a method that matches a section with a plane within the atlas was proposed. A genetic algorithm was used to find the transformation that maximizes a mutual information metric between a given section and its corresponding atlas plane. The results obtained with this method are consistent with an expert’s manual registration performance to within an average distance of 250 microns.
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